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Abstract—In this paper we propose a scheme for managing
energy flexibility in buildings with significant thermal masses
and centralized climate control, such as commercial buildings,
which can be used to provide ancillary services to the local
electrical system (demand response). The scheme relies on being
able to manipulate the forward flow temperature in the climate
control system along with heating/cooling of zones of the building,
and thereby controlling the electrical power consumption of the
system. A Model Predictive Control law is formulated to provide
pre-storage of thermal energy in the manipulated zones without
violating comfort requirements.

The scheme is illustrated on a case study of a Danish
shopping center, from which actual heating/cooling data have
been collected for identification of thermal dynamics. The Co-
efficient of Performance of the system’s chiller is assumed to
have a known dependence on flow and temperature, which is
exploited to relate electrical power consumption to forward flow
temperature. Simulation studies indicate potentials for significant
power curtailment, in the order of 100 kW for one hour for the
shopping center as a whole.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasingly stochastic electricity production in Den-
mark[1] imposes new requirements for balancing the pro-
duction and consumption of energy. As conventional power
production is replaced with renewables, so is to a large extent
the possibility of providing grid balancing ancillary services.
This can, however, be countered by using flexible consumption
to provide the necessary grid balancing.

Buildings comprise approximately 2/3 of the total electricy
consumption in Denmark [1] and can provide potential load-
shifting grid balancing ancillary services, by exploiting ther-
mal comfort requirements, allowing e.g. air temperatures to
vary within a certain band. The duration and load magnitude of
a load-shifting service is dependent on the allowable temper-
ature fluctuations and on the time constant of the temperature
dynamics. The time constant is largely dictated by the thermal
capacitances.

The survey papers [2], [3] and [4] give a broad overview of
the benefits of deploying thermal storages and other demand
side entities for ancillary services, along with insight into
various techniques for achieving that purpose.

One of the most prominent of these techniques consists of
shifting electric load in time via predictive control. In [5] a
control system is demonstrated that allows a pool of household
heat pumps to track a power reference; providing flexible

consumption while still adhering to consumer comfort require-
ments. In [6], a Model Predictive Control (MPC) scheme is
proposed and tested in a commercial building, manipulating
fan speeds to provide flexibility. In [7] and [8] the energy
flexibility of a supermarket refrigeration system and a HVAC
chiller for office buildings is aggregated through a predictive
control strategy that allows direct control of their combined
power consumption; the work in [7] presents experimental
verification where power consumption is constrained to be
below a certain level.

In this paper we propose a control scheme for managing
and exposing energy flexibility, in a certain class of multi-
zone buildings with centralized climate control. The approach
is based on an RC-equivalent dynamical model of zone tem-
peratures, utilizing MPC with time-dependent constraints to
directly manage either power or energy consumption.

The work is part of the Danish Energy Technology Devel-
opment and Demonstration Program (EUDP) project denoted
Smart Energy Shopping Centers (SEBUT). The goal of SEBUT
is to design intelligent control systems, achieving energy
efficient and flexible operations of Danish shopping centers[9].
Given this premise, this paper examines a Danish shopping
center and the proposed scheme for managing and exposing
flexibility is applied to a small section of this shopping
center – including implementation considerations. Simulation
experiments are conducted to evaluate the scheme.

In Section II the approach is described, including a descrip-
tion of the class of systems considered and how their temper-
ature dynamics are modeled. Then, Section III describes the
specifics of how energy flexibility can be introduced using
time-dependent constraints in an optimal control problem.
A case-study of a Danish shopping center is presented in
Section IV and case-study simulations evaluating the proposed
control scheme are shown in Section V. Conclusions are given
in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The class of systems considered, share the Heating Venti-
lation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) architecture depicted in
Figure 1; with central hydronic cooling, hydronic heating and
central ventilation. Each thermal zone is equipped with local
heating and cooling actuators for control of the temperature
of the supplied ventilated air, enabling control of zone tem-
peratures.
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Fig. 1. HVAC architecture for the class of systems treated. Heating and
cooling enabled at zone level through distribution of both chilled and heated
water to local coils. CCU (Central Cooling Unit) denotes a centralized
chiller, supplying several zones with chilled water. CVU denotes a Centralized
Ventilation Unit, supplying several zones with ventilated air.

A. Model of temperature dynamics

A grey-box RC-equivalent modeling paradigm is employed,
treating each thermal zone as a lumped thermal capacitance.
Let N be the number of thermal zones. The temperature of
the i-th thermal zone is given by the following differential
equation:

Czone,i Ṫzone,i = Q̇adjacent,i − Q̇act,i + Q̇int,i (1)

where Czone,i is the lumped thermal capacitance of thermal
zone i, Tzone,i is the temperature of the zone and Q̇adjacent,i

is the heat flow to/from adjacent zones. Q̇act,i is the heat
flow supplied by the local heating/cooling actuator and Q̇int,i

models the internal heat gain, e.g. heat gain from occupancy,
lighting and appliances. A thorough description of the details
of the models is given in [10], which systematically introduces
the dynamics.

The actuator heat flow, Q̇act,i, is dependent on the flow of
air into a zone and the temperature of that air, Tsupply,i. The
dynamics of Tsupply,i are modeled as:

Cact,i Ṫsupply,i = Q̇act,i + Q̇CCU,i + Q̇CHU,i + Q̇CVU,i (2)

where Cact,i is the lumped thermal capacitance of the actuator
and Tsupply,i is the temperature of the supply air to the zone.
Q̇CCU,i is heat flow from central cooling, Q̇CCU,i is heat flow
from central heating and Q̇CVU,i is heat flow from central

ventilation. Equations for all zones are collected, by looking
at the system as a graph. We collect all the thermal zones as
nodes in the graph G. An edge between two zones exists if
they are physically adjacent. The edges are weighted by the
thermal conductance between the zones. We now describe the
dynamics in matrix/vector form as:

Q̇adjacent = −Q(G) T (3)

T =
[
Tzone,1, Tzone,2, ..., Tzone,N

]T
(4)

where Q(G) is the Laplacian matrix[11] of G and vT denotes
v transposed. Summarizing the model as:

C Ṫ = −Q(G) T− Q̇act + Q̇int (5)

Cact Ṫsupply = Q̇act + Q̇CCU + Q̇CHU + Q̇CVU (6)

Q̇act = ṁair cp,air(Tsupply −T) (7)

where ṁair is the mass flow of air supplied to the zones. The
combined cooling and heating loads are given by:

Q̇cool =

N∑
i=0

Q̇CCU,i (8)

Q̇heat =

N∑
i=0

Q̇CHU,i (9)

As such, the power consumption in each case can be calculated
as:

Pcool =
Q̇cool

ηcool COPcool
(10)

Pheat =
Q̇heat

ηheat COPheat
(11)

where COP is the Coefficient of Performance (COP) and η
is a general efficiency factor, covering e.g. transport loss and
coil efficiencies.

It is as such possible to manipulate power consumption
through changes in cooling and heating load; e.g. through for-
ward temperature manipulation (Tfwd,cold, Tfwd,hot) or through
the manipulation of zone local cooling/heating (Q̇act).

III. DIRECT CONTROL USING MPC

Methods for controlling flexible consumption are often
classified as either direct or indirect. For direct control, it
is required by the consumer to meet a specified energy
consumption in a specified time-slot[12]; this can be posed
in the form of a power consumption reference signal, Pref(t),
which the consumer has to track. Indirect control is based on
an incentive signal, e.g. a price signal, where the intent is to
provide motivation to shift loads to periods with e.g. low price.

We consider how we can employ optimal control to enable
direct control of power consumption, in order to provide a
general load-shifting flexibility service. Market-wise, such a
service could as an example be traded intra-day in the Nordic
regulating power market; selling upwards or downwards reg-
ulating power for a specific hour[12] up to 45 min before the
delivery hour.



In posing an optimal control problem, it is possible to
include equality constraints on certain variables. Thus, it is
possible to include time-dependent equality constraints on
power consumption, for load-shifting through direct control.
One common form of employing optimal control, is by solving
an optimal control problem with a receding horizon, resulting
in Model Predictive Control.

A. Model Predictive Control

For discretized and linear system dynamics, a general MPC
problem can be formulated as:

min
u
J =

n+H∑
k=n

l(k,x(k),u(k),y(k)) (12)

subject to:
x(k + 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) (dynamics)
y(k) = C x(k) + D u(k) (output)

state, input and output constraints:
xmin ≤ x(k) ≤ xmax

umin ≤ u(k) ≤ umax

ymin ≤ y(k) ≤ ymax

where n is the current sample number / iteration number, l is
a function mapping from states (x ∈ Rnx ), inputs (u ∈ Rnu )
and outputs (y ∈ Rny ) to R. We choose l depending on the
objective of the control law.

We include our time-dependent power consumption con-
straint, including time-shifting to compensate for the receding
horizon:

P (k) = Pref(k − n) for non ≤ k + n ≤ noff (13)

Or in the form of an energy constraint:
noff−n∑

k=non−n

P (k) =

noff−n∑
k=non−n

Pref(k) (14)

Given linear model dynamics, linear constraints, l convex and
assuming a feasible solution exists, the solution found via
Linear Programming methods is guaranteed to be optimal. To
adhere to the power/energy constraints, the prediction horizon,
H , has to be set long enough for the controller to act on the
constraints and shift the load.

IV. CASE-STUDY: KOLDING STORCENTER

Kolding Storcenter is one of two Danish shopping centers
investigated in the SEBUT project [9].

A. HVAC setup

The HVAC system in Kolding Storcenter is made up of
several HVAC hubs, with a layout similar to the one described
in Section II. Each hub supplies a number of shops with
cooling or heating, through temperature regulated air blown
into the shops through fan coil units. The air is delivered from
a central ventilation unit at an almost constant temperature and
flow, during opening hours.

The fan coil units contain both a cooling and a heating
coil, supplied with cold and hot water. Water flows through
the coils are determined by electronically controlled valves.
Valve opening is determined by local temperature controllers.
The local temperature controllers receive setpoints through
a central Building Managment System (BMS) system. Local
temperature controllers run with a sample time of 1 min.

For demonstration purposes, a single hub consisting of a
ventilation unit and a chiller is considered – together with
three of the shops they supply. The shop layout, together with
their division in thermal zones is given in Figure 3.

B. System Integration

To facilitate sensor and actuator needs, we piggyback on the
BMS by interfacing with the existing BMS network through
the use of a gateway unit. Using this approach, already existing
measurements and actuator signals are made available. The
gateway unit allows for remote access through an Internet
connection, allowing the more advanced control algorithms
to be executed in e.g. a cloud-environment. The gateway
unit operates with a sample time of 5 min while the BMS
operates with a sample time of 1 min. A diagram sketching
the approach, is given in Figure 2.

Possible input signals for manipulation through the BMS
include (not exclusively) setpoints for supply temperature,
Tsupply,r, and setpoints for the forward temperature to the
chiller (CCU), Tfwd,cold,r. Measurements available include
Tshop, Tsupply and Tfwd,cold. It is not possible to manipulate
fan speed for the shop fan coil units, given that the HVAC
setup in Kolding Storcenter is Constant Air Volume (CAV)-
based and not Variable Air Volume (VAV).
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Fig. 2. The demo-zone in Kolding Storcenter, depicting the BMS network
and how it is used through a gateway unit, to re-purpose already existing
sensor measurements and actuator inputs for our control purposes.
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Fig. 3. The demo-zone in Kolding Storcenter, consisting of three shops. Black
dots denote thermal zones. The hallway area has been discretized into several
thermal zones, to model thermal interaction across hallways. The different
edge colors exemplify different thermal resistances between thermal zones.

C. Model instantiation

Generation of a model instance for the demo-zone
in Kolding Storcenter consists of constructing the graph-
representation of the thermal zones, as overlayed in Figure 3
– and selecting suitable parameters for the dynamical model.
A parameter set consists of thermal capacitances, thermal
resistances and parameters specific to the fan coils (valves,
coils). These can be obtained to a large extent through air
flow measurements, shop dimensions and table-lookup – this
process and the resulting parameters are described in [10]. Se-
lected parameters are given in Table I. The large internal heat
gains, Q̇int, are dominated by display lighting; characteristic
to shopping centers. The state, input and output vectors are
given as:

x =
[
Tshop,Tsupply,Thall, Tfwd,cold,xaux

]T
(15)

u =
[
Tsupply,r, Tfwd,cold,r

]T
(16)

y =
[
Q̇cool,COP, Pcool

]T
(17)

where xaux denotes auxiliary states in connection to local
temperature controllers.

Note that this particular model instance of Kolding Stor-
center only considers cooling, given that parameters have
been identified using measurements obtained under summer-
like conditions. Also specific to this model instance is the
added power consumption aspects, given in (10). For this
paper ηcool = 0.6 has been selected, to model the efficiency
from Central Cooling Unit (CCU) to cooling capacity available
at the shops. Also, a COP model is introduced, to model a
dependency on ambient temperature and forward temperature:

COP(∆T ) = 6.66− 0.36 K−1 ∆T + 0.007 K−2 ∆T 2 (18)
∆T = Tamb − Tfwd,cold (19)

This particular COP model is based on data from the CCU
product catalog and COP relationship with temperature differ-
ence as described in [13]. Power measurements are needed to
obtain a more realistic model.

TABLE I
SELECTED MODEL PARAMETERS

Shop Area [m2] Czone [kJ/K] Cact [kJ/K] Q̇int [kW]
Shop 1 (1) 500 3× 103 0.75× 103 13.0
Shop 1 (2) 500 3× 103 0.75× 103 13.5
Shop 2 250 1.5× 103 0.375× 103 5.75
Shop 3 250 1.5× 103 0.375× 103 6.75

D. MPC

We formulate the case-specific MPC as follows:

min
Tsupply,r,Tfwd,cold,r

J =

n+H∑
k=n

‖x(k)‖2 + ‖u(k)‖2 (20)

subject to:
x(k + 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) (dynamics)
y(k) = C x(k) + D u(k) (output)

state constraints:
20 ◦C ≤ Tshop(k) ≤ 25 ◦C

10 ◦C ≤ Tsupply(k) ≤ 20 ◦C

input constraints:
10 ◦C ≤ Tsupply,r(k) ≤ 20 ◦C

5 ◦C ≤ Tfwd,cold,r(k) ≤ 25 ◦C

output constraints:
P (k) = Pref(k − n) for non ≤ k + n ≤ noff (21)

We choose a cost function, which is quadratic in the states
and inputs, to minimize deviations from the operating point
in which our model is linearized; thereby minimizing dis-
crepancies between our nonlinear and linear model. Other
options could include terms to either also minimize power
consumption or maximize COP, but this is not within the scope
of this paper.

Sample time for MPC has been chosen as 5 min and the
prediction horizon has been chosen as 5 h; giving H = 60. The
nonlinear model of the temperature dynamics for the Kolding
Storcenter demo-zone has been linearized around an operating
point corresponding to nominal values with summer weather
conditions. Furthermore, the linear model has been discretized
with the MPC sample time of 5 min.

V. CASE-STUDY SIMULATIONS

Simulations of the proposed direct control solution for load-
shifting has been conducted, simulating 5 h, during opening
hours of shops in Kolding Storcenter. Given the relatively short
time-frame, ambient temperature is assumed constant.

The nonlinear model is used for simulations, holding the
control inputs constant for each MPC sample. Simulations
have been done using Python and SciPy[14], employing
CVXPY[15] for MPC.

For a first simulation, the following continuous-time power
constraint is employed:

Pcool(t) = 12.5 kW for 12 h ≤ t ≤ 13 h (22)



Given a nominal power consumption, Pnominal of ≈ 19.5 kW,
the intended behavior is that load is shifted to before this
interval, by pre-cooling the shops. This will allow the shop
temperatures to drift towards their upper limit within the
interval of restricted power consumption. This is exactly what
happens, as can be seen from the simulation response in
Figure 4a.

As seen, the use of forward temperature reference as control
input, means that a higher COP is achieved during the interval
of low power consumption. This in principle allows for larger
power curtailments, as more cooling capacity is obtainable
from the same power input. This does, however, also mean that
there is room left for energy efficiency improvements during
nominal operations.

Some drawbacks are apparent. First, the power consumption
constraint is violated, by using more power than given in
the constraints; approximately 1 kW more. This is due to
the discrepancy between the linear model employed in MPC
and the nonlinear model used for simulations. Second, the
load-shifting induces a large spike in power consumption, just
before the period of low power consumption. This spike is
not desirable, given exactly the reasons why load-shifting is
investigated – to avoid strain on the power grid.

For a second simulation, the following continuous-time
energy constraint is employed:∫ 13 h

12 h

Pcool(t)− Pnominal dt = −7 kW h (23)

where Pnominal(t) is the nominal power consumption. The
intent of this constraint is to shift the consumption of 7 kW h
energy.

To pose this constraint, we augment our model with a new
state, E:

∆Ė = Pcool(t)− Pnominal (24)

The constraint can then be formulated as:

∆E(13 h)−∆E(12 h) = −7 kW h (25)

The simulation results with this constraint is given in Fig-
ure 4b. The most notable take-away, comparing the use of
a power constraint to the use of an energy constraint, is that
using the energy constraint introduces integral-action to the
MPC that eliminates the discrepancy in energy consumption
between linear and nonlinear model – and so the constraint is
not violated when simulating with the nonlinear model.

In the simulations, it is possible to shift a load of ap-
proximately 7 kW for 1 h, without violating specified comfort
constraints, as the shop temperatures are kept above 21 ◦C and
below 24.5 ◦C. Knowing that the CCU responsible for sup-
plying demo-zone is rated with a cooling capacity of 186 kW
and that the total cooling capacity for Kolding Storcenter as
3500 kW, the results can be extrapolated as:

Pcurtail,1h,total = 7 kW
3500 kW

186 kW
= 131 kW (26)

Considering that the example simulations do not exploit the
entire comfort band, the potential power curtailment for Kold-
ing Storcenter is thus on the order of 100 kW for 1 h, using
the approach outlined in this paper.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has introduced a general control scheme for pro-
viding energy flexibility in the form of general load-shifting,
by considering time-dependent constraints on either power
consumption or energy consumption in MPC. The control
scheme applies to buildings with centralized climate control
and is applicable to a Danish shopping center, as demonstrated
in the presented case-study.

The scheme considers direct control of power/energy con-
sumption, through a reference signal. Employing a constraint
on power consumption suffered steady-state errors, given dis-
crepancies between the linear prediction model and nonlinear
simulation model. Several methods are available to deal with
such steady-state errors – but a possibility is also to employ
nonlinear models for prediction. The steady-state errors were
however avoided using constraints on energy consumption.

The approach shows a significant potential power cur-
tailment on the order of 100 kW, for the shopping center
considered, for a period of 1 h. A more thorough flexibility
characterization is however needed to further verify these
results – also, models for power consumption require mea-
surements to be verified. This is scheduled as future work in
the present project, where also a practical demonstration is
planned.
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